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Book #3. Ending with Forever. The bestselling trilogy.If your love for someone is greater than your
own life, what would you sacrifice to keep her safe? The world and everything youâ€™ve worked
most of your life to procure? That is CEO Carson Bradleyâ€™s catch-22.Unfortunately for Carson,
his rivals have discovered his only weaknessâ€”Lillian Ly, the owner of his heart. The power behind
his new cancer drug is what they desire and will stop at nothing to seize it. If necessary, kidnapping
and murder are just the means to an end. How desperate would he be if she falls into their greedy
hands?Carson can no longer shield Lillian from the ugly secrets of his cutthroat pharmaceutical
world. His dominance and vigilance are what protects her. Can he convince her of this or will her
stubbornness be her downfall? With all the obstacles in their path, the journey to their happily
forever will be a trying one. Will their love get them to the end?Don't miss: The conclusion to the
romantic Forever trilogy, a steamy & suspense filled adrenaline rush that will have you glued to your
Kindle to the very last page...
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*** I received a free ARC copy of this book from the author in exchange for my honest review

***OMG!!!! It's so hard to put words to how I feel about this whole series I love LAN's writing it pulls
at my heart every time I read each book. The first book Beginning with Forever where they meet
what a story that is is wonderful told and how Lily has woken up this billionaire CEO (a**) sorry but
he was in the beginning lol. And Lily is so independent that they butt heads at every turn and I love
it. And of course always a cliffhanger but that's what makes you wait patiently or try to wait patiently
for the next. Second book Finding our Forever brings you fears, tears and all you can do is sit on the
end of your seat and hope things will work out. You meet more characters in this story that are a big
part of the story in the end. I have a love hate with Carson alpha side but I see the why. So to our
Ending with Forever let me say I'm not great with words like everyone else but I did love all of this
book. She answered everyone's questions. Bad things happen but then great beginning is what
made everything wonderful. And the devil Bianca really got what was due to her no one like that
every seems to change. And I'm just very happy with my big smile on my face for Carson and Lily
makes my heart happy. Oh and for Lan I so understand the father part I know it was hard but kinda
of happiness while writing that part of the book and thank you. Thank you for sharing your story.
Can't wait for your next book love you girl!!!!!

This book has EVERYTHING! Drama, laughter, suspense, revenge, tears, shine, sparkle and at the
end of it all, a HEA that is like soft butter icing on a warm cake. Melts on to your hand!As for the
hero - Carson, he is a swoon-worth alpha and Lily is a sweetheart that you cannot help but fall in
love with. As for the sex scenes - very imaginative Lan LLP!I won't give the story away because it is
the third part of a series, but suffice to say I loved this series and highly recommend it.

What a great ending to a great series . shades of grey has nothing on this . it is hard to believe that
one person has this much sexuality pent up that can be put into a book . that is the hero of the book
. I firmly believe that this series should be made into a TV mini series . i hope this or something like
this happens as to encourage LanLLP to write another series .

The series is an amazing read!! I was captivated from begging to the end. Lily and Carsonâ€™s
journey is raw, painful and heart breaking. You will laugh, scream and cry. Through it all, their
passion is strong, lots of hot steamy sex and beautiful love story. It was wrapped up very nicely and
didnâ€™t want their story to end. I recommend this series to everyone. You will not be
disappointed!!

All I can say is wow! This story had my heart drop no less then 20 times! It had many twists and
turns that I definitely did not see coming. With all of the plot twists you did get closure and wrap up
on all the story lines. I was beyond thrilled to see what happened to Bianca ;-) Carson and Lilly
struggle to keep each other safe and hurt each other in the process. This is real. I love that it's not
perfect and that they do what they think is best for the other, although they really need to talk to
each other :-) but if they did we wouldn't have a book.The secondary characters were no less well
written then the primary. I think you could even write a spin off series on some of them. The writing
was beautiful and heart felt. You really felt like you were there and apart of it all. I could not have
asked for a better wrap up to a trilogy. I really want to say a few things but I don't want to give any
spoilers. Just know every part of this story and its story line was well thought out to every minute
detail. Lan blew this one out of the park.Read this book and the trilogy. It's definitely romance, a little
sex and suspense. It keeps you on your toes and throws you lots of curveballs. Great job with this
one!!!

I have been waiting for this book to come out for what feels like forever. I have begged and pleaded
with Lan to hurry up and finish my Carson and Lil's book. I told her over and over I just knew this
book was going to blow me away and boy did it! Lan did not disappoint with the conclusion of
Carson and Lil. In fact, I don't think she could have wrote it any better than she did. And oh how
happy I was to see what evil she gave to a certain awful woman and she totally delivered in that as
well. I honestly didn't think I could love this series anymore but this book really wrote it in stone for
me. This series will be one I read and read and read over and over again. This was easily a 5
AMAZEBALLS stars for me!! Go read the whole series! You won't be sorry!! A copy was given in
exchange for an honest review.Review by Tabitha

If like me you have been eagerly awaiting the final instalment of this series, then you will be pleased
to know that you will not be disappointed, well maybe a little bit.This book made me laugh, cry,
scream and fall in love with Carson all over again, I refuse to write the storyline in my review as
being a huge fan of these books I would not want to spoil the book for others. One thing that is
consistent is Carson's unwavering love for Lilly.The suspense and twists in this book made it a edge
of your seat story and kept you guessing right till the end and as I mentioned above the only
disappointment was that it Ended With Forever and I for one feel a bit lost without Carson and Lilly
but cannot wait to see what other masterpieces Lan LLP will write next!
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